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When, in 2001, Glass-Technology
International asked Matteo Mazza,
Group Sales Manager and Head of

Marketing at member company
Sebino Arte, to summarize the basic

aim behind the creation of the PVS
group, he said it was to establish a

“truly European network” of
distribution centres, making the

Sebino, Pujol and Vidriarte ranges
“even more readily available” to art

glass operations from Scandinavia to
the Mediterranean. In July this year,
we returned to Villongo, in northern

Italy, and spoke again to Matteo
Mazza. He detailed the recent

renewal of the Sebino company
image and the enhancement of the
services it offers clients, and also
updated us on recent and planned

growth by PVS.

Peter Finch

hree years later, not only has Italo-
Spanish joint venture PVS established
a significant pan-European presence.

Its three constituent members have also evolved,
presenting important new products and ser-
vices, and, in the case of Mazza’s company,
developing a new corporate image, boosting its
presence at a national level, providing technical
training for its sales partners, intensifying its
educational activities by offering more advanced
courses in glass fusion techniques and increas-
ing its trade fair participation.

NOT ONLY A NEW LOGO
Arriving at the Villongo facility, visible evi-

dence of change included a new name, Sebino Arte,
and accompanying logo, and a greatly increased
warehousing capacity. There is now split-level
storage at ground level, additional sto-rage and
workshop space below ground, as well as the use
of a second storage building. What really impress-
es, however, is the effort Sebino Arte has put into
offering the art glass market more in terms of both
service quantity and service quality. With the new
name and image, officially implemented on 17
June this year, came a newly formulated mission,
aim and four-point strategy.



no Arte name worldwide and bring the com-
pany closer to its Italian and foreign clients
and partners.

SERVICES, BENEFITS
The fine intentions are backed by a number

of very concrete actions. Besides the expansion
of the Villongo head office and main ware-
house facility, the number of Sebino depots in
Italy, not to mention PVS depots across Europe,
has increased steadily. Sebino Arte also now offers
its clients a free telephone consultancy service,
providing information and advice on technical

Mission
According to its mission statement, Sebino

Arte operates with a view to “fully satisfying its
clients and offering them high-quality pro-
ducts, an efficient service and expert assis-
tance, innovation and constant research”.

Aim
The company’s declared goal is not simply

to sell a product. For Sebino Arte, the sale
represents an important step towards achie-
ving the final aim of building partnerships
based on reciprocal trust and respect, creating
a team capable of jointly achieving commer-
cial success.

Strategy
In order to fulfil its aim, Sebino Arte has made

a commitment to:
a) substantially increase the company’s direct

presence in Italy in order to guarantee exten-
sive access to its range of products;

b) improve the technical training of its sales force,
transforming them into real consultants at
clients’ disposal;

c) intensify its ‘Open Day’ technical training ini-
tiatives for glass artists, glassworks and oth-
er glass art workshops;

d) diversify its participation at national and
international trade fairs so as to spread the Sebi-

Italy: Sebino Arte

Spain: Pujol, Barcelona
Vidriarte, Alicante

Norway: Glass Forum, Bruhagen

Greece: Georgia Apostolopoulou
Stained Glass & Fusing,
Athens

France: GK Techniques

United Kingdom: PVS UK

PVS GROUP

EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

SEBINO ARTE

ITALIAN DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Calabria: Raffaele Henninger

Emilia Romagna: Vetro Art, Reggio Emilia

Lazio: Stefano Parca - F.T. General
Glass (city of Rome)

Liguria, Piedmont: Sig. Sciutto

Lombardy: Guerrier, Milan

Puglia: Raffaele Henninger

Sardinia: Vetro Più, Cagliari

Sicily: Raffaele Henninger

Tuscany: Vetreria Chiti, Follonica

Sebino Arte’s
mould stock
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New warehousing
at Villongo
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12x12 Laser Kiln These kilns for textured
washbasins provide full
control of shaping without
the need to work with set bars or carry out
numerous tests for prototypes of particular
dimensions. Thanks to the advanced control system,
washbasins systematically reach the required depth.

Automatic Jumbo Kiln This fully automatic installation features a remote
control capability and allows 24-hour continuous
operation. It is able to handle sheets
measuring up to 4.5 metres by 3.5 metres
and considerably reduces the floorspace needed if compared to similar installations.

Tunnel Kiln Since their introduction in 2003, these kilns have made
it possible for firms to industrialise their fusing and
thermoforming processes. This continuous, flexible
and high-profitability solution delivers cold-to-cold
cycle times of three hours, thus reducing energy
consumption and increasing productivity.

Safeglass Since thermoformed glass washbasins first began to
appear, breakage has been a major concern. The
complexity of basin shapes and cost considerations
means that laminating and tempering are not a viable
safety solution. And while the practice of using as
standard 15-millimetre or 19-millimetre glass helped

reduce the risk
of breakage, the
weight of such
glass, should it
break and fall,
represented another possible risk factor. With these
considerations in mind, Pujol has developed and patented the
Safeglass system, which holds the glass in place and stops it
falling in the event of breakage.

KILN INNOVATIONS
GROUP MEMBERS PUJOL AND VIDRIARTE HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE SIGNIFICANT ENHANCEMENT 

OF THE PRODUCT RANGE AVAILABLE THROUGH PVS WITH A SERIES OF KILN AND GLASS INNOVATIONS

OVER THE PAST YEAR, PUJOL
HAS INTRODUCED THREE
SIGNIFICANT KILN DEVELOPMENTS
AND WHAT IT DESCRIBES
AS A “REVOLUTIONARY” 
SAFETY SOLUTION.

PUJOL

The colouring materials section at Sebino Arte



‘Open Day’ scheme. Sebino Arte, continued Maz-
za, also continues to do its utmost to speed up
delivery, with as few as three days required for
urgent orders. In addition, Sebino Arte has
applied the concept of ‘partnership’ with clients
to the economic aspects of the relationship by
instituting special payment conditions.

Finally, Mazza put great emphasis on the Sebi-
no Arte decision to invest heavily in the tech-

New logo The first step was the modernization of the glass and frits logo - 
now clearly defined: FLOSING: Glass and Frits compatible with float. 
With this new image, Vidriarte intends to approach customers
more directly.
All the full range of glass sheets and glass products, such as frits, bubble
effects, putty colours, new metallic colours… will be presented with this 
new logo.

New installations Vidriarte has more than 9,000 sheets of Flosing glass of all references in stock,
which enables the company to give a faster service, with shorter delivery times
in line with customers’ market requirements.
In order to be able to guarantee this service, Vidriarte has finished new installations that will enable the com-
pany to have 4,000 square metres for stock and production of materials.

New products Vidriarte’s intention is to develop the widest range of products for float compatible fusing available on the
market, in order, maximize all its clients’ business possibilities.
In fact, at glasstec, the company will introduce its main innovations:
Crucible Series: A new range of 24 glass colours among the Crucible Monocolour Series (12 colours) and
12 other new colours from the Crucible Bicolour Series. This new range of glass colours can be combined
with the Flosing glass range and frits to create new designs in fusing compatible with float glass.
Flosing Pearl Series: New range of eight glass colours. This range of bicolour glass combines the ele-
gance of the white tonality with a touch of colour, adding a modern touch to artistic creations.
Precious Metals Flosing Series – Gold & Platinum: This new “Precious Metals” series will enable
users to include a distinctive touch in creations. Available in various sizes, to be extended further with new
products.
New Classic Transparent Flosing Series: Fifteen new colours have been added to the ones available,
to complete the vast range of tones.
New Translucent and Opaque Veined Flosing Glass: Two new colours have been added to the 
Veined Flosing glass Series, maintaining the particularities of all veined glass, making each glass 
sheet unique. 
Flosing Granite Series: New range of Flosing glass Granite Series with five new colours, contributing
to creative possibilities, which can be combined with Flosing glass range and Frits. 
New Grain Plaque 2, 3 & 5: New Series of Grain Plaque in different thicknesses of 2, 3 and 5 millime-
tres. The combination of colour itensity and transparency allows to create different textures and volumes.
New Metallic Colours: These five new metallic colours must be used between two sheets of glass; either
transparent or combined with one of the Flosing glass types.
New colours available in the range of frits, bubble effects, putty colours, paintbrush, stringers 
and so on.

Development & Research A business policy strongly orientated to continuous research and development of new technologies has
allowed Vidriarte to show and introduce a complete line of products that can be adapted to every customers’
requirements. Innovation is the key to ensure that customer demand contributes to improve product quality.
Attention to customers, service and personalized care are the ways of working of this company that makes
its technology and know-how available to its customers.
Vidriarte’s hope is that this Flosing glass and frits will help artists, artisans and mass-producers to create
works and projects with even greater freedom in colours, size and thickness.

GLASS INNOVATIONS

VIDRIARTE, S.L. CONTINUES TO OFFER THE MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY WITH INNOVATIVE GLASS DESIGNS TO
COMPLETE THE ALREADY VAST RANGE OF FLOSING PRODUCTS AVAILABLE ON THE MARKET.

VIDRIARTE
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Design and 
realization by Jose
Vicente San Juan Plà

matters relating to the complex and fascinating
world of glass fusion.

The dynamic nature of the market means that
it is essential to remain technically updated about
the latest innovations and fully aware of changes
in consumer tastes. Sebino Arte has committed
itself to researching new applications, materials
and technologies, and to present new pro-
ducts every year through its highly-appreciated



Pujol kilns in the 
training area of Sebino Arte

nical training of its sales team, which, he
believes, should be able to provide not only sales-
related assistance but also technical know-
how as and when requested by the client.

GROUP GROWTH
Sebino Arte clearly contributes consider-

ably to the current good health and continued
growth (both financial and physical) of the
PVS group and, in turn, reaps the benefits that
this international identity generates.

Early in 2004, PVS set up an operation in
the United Kingdom, PVS UK. Mazza told
Glass-Technology International that the group
was also launching a Croatian unit, PVS Croa-
tia, with the opening scheduled for October.
In both cases, the PVS units comprise office
and warehousing facilities with staff able to give
technical assistance if necessary. He told us,
too, that, as of 2005, PVS will significantly boost
its trade fair participation worldwide, parti-
cularly in Europe and the Americas, hoping also
to find local partners with whom to set up
more PVS operations.■

PVS GROUP
SEBINO ARTE

Via Kennedy, 24/B - 24060 Villongo (BG) - Italy
Tel: +39 - 035 - 926301
Fax: +39 - 035 - 926302

E-mail: info@sebinoarte.it - www.sebinoarte.it

HORNOS INDUSTRIALES PUJOL, SA
C. del Plà, nº 108-110 - Pol. Ind. El Plà, 08980

Sant Feliu de Llobregat - Barcelona - Spain
Tel: +34 - 93 - 6855672
Fax: +34 - 93 - 68553 92

E-mail: hipujol@hornospujol.com

G.K. Techniques was founded in 1979
for the sale of products and equipment
for flat glass processing and, mainly,
for the manufacture of insulating glass
units. The first location of the company
was in Sèvres, then transferred to
Molières in 1981.

Considerable expansion in 1980/1981
led the company to extend its range 
of products and equipment in response
to the need and demands of its clients 
and to the evolution of manufactur-
ing methods.

The company, divided into two divi-
sions, imports and distributes, in France,

an extended and
coherent range of
technical products
(processing machines) and
consumables.

The flat glass division is
oriented towards the sale
of these products to the
glass industry, while the
Space Glass division offers
decorative glass and equip-
ment to a more particular
client range.

G.K. Techniques is now
part of the PVS group of
companies, and a new infrastructure is
in place in order to take care of the
stock regarding the PVS range of pro-
ducts. Courses have been organized to

make the art of fusing known
to the public.

NEW PARTNER IN FRANCE

PVS GROUP PROFILE

The PVS group made its international debut at the 2001 Vitrum show in Milan,
Italy. It was set up by three well-established companies: the now renamed
Sebino Porcellane (Italy), Hornos Industriales Pujol (Spain) and Vidriarte

(Spain). Pujol, Vidriarte and Sebino (whose initials give the group its name)
became acquainted through participation at the same glass industry events
and immediately recognized the complementary nature of their activities. 

SEBINO ARTE
Sebino glass sector activities got
under way in the 1950s as part of the
operations of a paint production firm.
The company operates under the
guidance of owner and general
manager Gianni Mazza (Matteo
Mazza’s father) from 1,500-square-
metre premises in Villongo in the
foothills of the Italian Alps, just west of
Bergamo, northern Italy. Alongside its
distribution of Pujol furnaces, Vidriarte
coloured flat glass and a wide variety
of other glass fusing and decorating
equipment, accessories and books,
Sebino Arte produces glass moulds
and a full range of glass colouring
preparations and also runs advanced
courses in glass fusing techniques.

HORNOS INDUSTRIALES
PUJOL
Pujol began making furnaces in 1911.
Based at a 5,000-square-metre facility
just north of Barcelona, it builds
furnaces for various sectors,
including glass, iron and steel,
ceramics and chemicals. Pujol’s
electric glass fusing kilns, all EU-
compliant, feature high-performance
quartz tubes, the maximum possible
number of heating elements for the
kiln size, along with high-density
ceramic sheet bases and advanced

cooling control systems to ensure
minimum thermal shock to the glass.

VIDRIARTE
Vidriarte was established in 1980 with
the intention of reviving the art of
handmade artisan glass. In its
workshop, the company works with
engraving techniques, “cold painting”,
“fired enamel”, grisailles, concrete
glass, tiffany, plaqué glass, aluminium
glass, resins, stained glass,
“craquelé”, ... etc.
In 1986, Vidriarte began using a new
fusing technique and started to
develop this technique (to produce
new types of glass and kilns, ... etc).
In 1987, the first results were shown
at the Construmat Fair in Barcelona,
and, in 1994, Vidriarte started to
manufacture its own glass - Flosing
Glass. Flosing glass is made in sheets
of 1.60 x 60 centimetres with 2-
millimetre thickness. However, on
request, it can be manufactured in
different thicknesses.
In addition to classical colours,
Vidriarte has a new range of Flosing
Plaqué Glass, which is the first glass
with these characteristics
manufactured in Float, as well as
other products of different Flosing
colours, fritts and other complements
for fusing.


